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Research Grants

**Specialized Center of Research**

The Specialized Center of Research Program funds multidisciplinary research by teams of leading-edge academic investigators that hastens the discovery and development of better treatments for leukemia, lymphoma and myeloma patients. A center is comprised of at least three independent research programs that are integrated and supported by scientific core laboratories.

William Carroll, MD, 2013
New York University School of Medicine
Dr. William Carroll is funded in part by “In honor of Diane.”

John Cleveland, PhD, 2019*
H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute

Helen Heslop, MD, 2019*
Baylor College of Medicine

Craig Jordan, PhD, 2019*
University of Colorado Denver, Anschutz Medical Campus

Tak Mak, PhD, 2017
University Health Network

Ani Melnick, MD, 2016
Joan & Sanford I. Weill Medical College of Cornell University
Dr. Ani Melnick is funded in part by the LIUNA Charitable Foundation, the Meiynyder Foundation, Angela and Gary Travato, The Escher Foundation, and the Jim Jacobs Charitable Foundation.

Stephen Nimer, MD, 2018
University of Miami
Dr. Stephen Nimer is funded in part by the University of Miami and an anonymous donor.

Robert Orlowski, MD, PhD, 2018
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center

Andreas Strasser, PhD, FAA, MSc, 2018
Walter & Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research
Dr. Andreas Strasser is funded in part by Yetta and Harvey Saltzman.

David Weinstock, MD, 2016
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Anas Younes, MD, 2017
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research
Dr. Anas Younes is funded in part by C.E. and Jean Andrews and Scott and Cathy Zeilinger.

**Career Development Program (Scholars and Clinical Scholars)**

The Career Development Program provides stipends to investigators of exceptional promise in the early stages of their careers, helping them devote their careers to research in leukemia, lymphoma or myeloma.

Omar Abdel-Wahab, MD, 2017
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research

Philippe Armand, MD, PhD, 2019*
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Sara Armenian, DO, MPH, 2017
Beckman Research Institute of the City of Hope

Utiya Basu, PhD, 2016
The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York, Columbia University Medical Center

Julie Blander, PhD, 2015
Joan & Sanford I. Weill Medical College of Cornell University

Robert Bradley, MD, 2018
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center

Jason Butler, PhD, 2019*
Hackensack Meridian Health
Dr. Jason Butler is fully funded by Celgene.

Fernando Camargo, PhD, 2016
Boston Children’s Hospital

Grant Challen, PhD, 2019*
Washington University in St. Louis

Jianjun Chen, PhD, 2018
University of Cincinnati
Dr. Jianjun Chen is funded in part by The Marge and Charles Schott Foundation.

Robert Chen, MD, 2019*
Beckman Research Institute of the City of Hope
Dr. Robert Chen is fully funded by Toni and Emmet Stephenson.

Jerry Chipuk, PhD, 2017
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai

Dipanjana Chowdhury, PhD, 2015
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Tomek Cierpicki, PhD, 2017
Regents of the University of Michigan

Simona Cola, PhD, 2019*
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center

Alexey Danilov, MD, PhD, 2019*
Oregon Health & Science University
Dr. Alexey Danilov is funded in part by Dr. Evelyn Bata.

Matthew Davids, MD, 2019*
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Dr. Matthew Davids is funded in part by Dana-Farber Cancer Institute.

Todd Druley, MD, PhD, 2019*
Washington University in St. Louis

Takeshi Egawa, MD, PhD, 2018
Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis

Thomas Fazzio, PhD, 2015
University of Massachusetts Medical School

Maria Figueroa, MD, 2019*
University of Miami

Benjamin Garcia, PhD, 2016
Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania

Ramiro Garzon, MD, 2016
The Ohio State University

Irene Ghobrial, MD, 2017
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Dr. Irene Ghobrial is funded in part by Dana-Farber Cancer Institute.

Jolanta Grembecka, PhD, 2013
Regents of the University of Michigan
Dr. Jolanta Grembecka is funded in part by Team Blake.

David Guertin, PhD, 2016
University of Massachusetts Medical School

Katharine Hsu, MD, PhD, 2017
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research

Morgan Huse, PhD, 2015
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research

Keisuke Ito, MD, PhD, 2019*
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Inc.

Peng Ji, MD, PhD, 2018
Northwestern University

Hao Jiang, PhD, 2019*
University of Virginia

Amy Johnson, PhD, 2018**
The Ohio State University

Michael Kharas, PhD, 2018
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research

Ming Li, PhD, 2015
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research

Ravindra Majeti, MD, PhD, 2016
Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University

Shannon Mckinney-freeman, PhD, 2019*
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital

* Newly awarded or renewed grants in Fiscal Year 2019
** Grantee prematurely terminated award in Fiscal Year 2018
Constantine Mitsiades, MD, PhD, 2017
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Ann Mullally, MD, 2018
Brigham and Women’s Hospital

Lakshmi Nayak, MD, 2019*
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Trista North, PhD, 2017
Boston Children’s Hospital

Ryan O’Connell, PhD, 2018
The University of Utah

Sophie Paczesny, MD, PhD, 2015
Indiana University

Eirini Papapetrou, MD, PhD, 2019*
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai

Christopher Park, MD, PhD, 2018
New York University School of Medicine

Zhijian Qian, PhD, 2019*
University of Illinois at Chicago

Christiane Querfeld, MD, PhD, 2019*
Beckman Research Institute of the City of Hope

Dr. Christiane Querfeld is fully funded by the Schwartz Ward Family Foundation.

Michael Savona, MD, 2019*
Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Xiaobing Shi, PhD, 2017
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center

Daniel Starczynowski, PhD, 2016
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center

Ulrich Steidl, MD, PhD, 2015
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Inc.

Raoul Tibes, MD, PhD, 2015
New York University School of Medicine

Saad Usmani, MD, 2018
Carolina’s HealthCare System

Dr. Saad Usmani is funded in part by Carolina’s HealthCare Foundation.

Geoffrey Uy, MD, 2018
Washington University in St. Louis

Christopher Vakoc, MD, PhD, 2016
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory

Loren Walensky, MD, PhD, 2015
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Roland Walter, MD, PhD, 2015
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center

Dr. Roland Walter is funded in memory of Dr. Oliver Press.

G. Greg Wang, PhD, 2019*
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Hans-Guido Wendel, MD, 2015
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research

Johnathan Whetstone, PhD, 2015
Massachusetts General Hospital

Catherine Wu, MD, 2015
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Dr. Catherine Wu is funded in part by Yetta and Harvey Saltzman.

Jianhua Yu, PhD, 2019*
Beckman Research Institute of the City of Hope

Dr. Jianhua Yu is fully funded by the Schwartz Ward Family Foundation.

Xiaochun Yu, MD, PhD, 2015
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research

Zhijian Qian, PhD, 2019*
University of Florida

Shannon Elf, PhD, 2018
Brigham and Women’s Hospital

Jonathan Eisenstein, MD, PhD, 2017
The Regents of the University of California, San Francisco

Jennifer Grants, PhD, 2018
British Columbia Cancer Agency Branch

Zhaohui Gu, PhD, 2019*
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital

Bingqian Guo, PhD, 2018
Harvard Medical School

Sarah Hainer, PhD, 2017
University of Pittsburgh

Lulu Hu, PhD, 2018
The University of Chicago

Daichi Inoue, MD, PhD, 2018
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research

Suzi Jiang, PhD, 2019*
Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University

Gloria Jih, PhD, 2019*
Regents of the University of Michigan

Emily Johnston, MD, 2019*
Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University

Neeraj Joshi, PhD, 2016
The Regents of the University of California, San Francisco

Niraj Joshi, PhD, 2019*
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Yoon-A Kang, PhD, 2018
The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York, Columbia University Medical Center

Huan Chen, PhD, 2017
Boston Children’s Hospital

Pan-Yu Chen, PhD, 2019*
The Regents of the University of California, Los Angeles

Ryan Corces, PhD, 2018
Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University

Madzia Crossley, PhD, 2017
Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University

Sarah Deng, PhD, 2017**
New York University Medical Center

Daphné Dupéré-Richer, PhD, 2019*
University of Florida

Richard Jason Lamontagne, PhD, 2018
The Wistar Institute

Fides Lay, PhD, 2017
The Regents of the University of California, Los Angeles

Ruting Lin, PhD, 2018
Emory University

Priya Mathur, PhD, 2018
The University of Chicago

Demis Menolfi, PhD, 2019*
The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York, Columbia University Medical Center

Linde Miles, PhD, 2019*
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research

Coraline MyNarczyk, PhD, 2019*
Joan & Sanford I. Weill Medical College of Cornell University

Lucia Morgado Palacin, PhD, 2018
The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York, Columbia University Medical Center

Tomoya Muto, MD, PhD, 2019*
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center

Shannon Orta, PhD, 2018
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center

Tamara Ouspenskaia, PhD, 2018
Broad Institute, Inc.

Jelena Petrovic, PhD, 2017
The Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania, Medical Center

Bibiana Rius, PhD, 2019*
The Scripps Research Institute

Alejo Rodriguez Fraticelli, PhD, 2019*
Boston Children’s Hospital

Anne Schuetz, PhD, 2017**
University of Toronto

Noha Sharafeldin, MD, PhD, 2019*
The University of Alabama at Birmingham

Ashima Shukla, PhD, 2018
Sanford Burnham Prebys Medical Discovery Institute

Vipul Shukla, PhD, 2018
La Jolla Institute for Allergy and Immunology

Eric Smith, MD, PhD, 2018
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research

** Newly awarded or renewed grants in Fiscal Year 2019

** Grantee prematurely terminated award in Fiscal Year 2018
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Translational Research Program

The Translational Research Program supports outstanding investigators deemed by our expert advisors most likely to translate basic biomedical discoveries into new, safe and effective treatments, ultimately prolonging and enhancing patients’ lives.

Ricardo Aguiar, MD, PhD, 2017
The University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio

Iannis Afantitis, PhD, 2017
New York University School of Medicine

Carl Allen, MD, PhD, 2018
Baylor College of Medicine

Dr. Stephen Ansell is funded in part by Laurie and Guy Adami.

Fotis Asamakopoulos, MD, PhD, 2018
The Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System

Jon Aster, MD, PhD, 2018
Brigham and Women’s Hospital

Francesco Bertoni, MD, 2017
Fondazione per la Ricerca e la Cura dei Linfomi nel Ticino

Smita Bhatia, MD, MPH, 2019*
The University of Alabama at Birmingham

Ranjit Bindra, MD, PhD, 2018
Yale University

Bruce Blazar, MD, 2018
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

Marie Bleakley, MD, PhD, 2017
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center

Dr. Marie Bleakley is funded in part by S. Lori Brown.

Tomek Cierpicki, PhD, 2019*
Regents of the University of Michigan

George Daley, MD, PhD, 2018
Boston Children’s Hospital

Alexey Danilov, MD, PhD, 2018
Oregon Health & Science University

Hema Dave, MD, MPH, 2018
Children’s Research Institute

Dr. Hema Dave is funded in part by Paul Leinwand.

Kara Davis, DO, 2018
Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University

Randall Davis, MD, 2017
The University of Alabama at Birmingham

Madhav Dhodapkar, MBBS, 2017
Yale University

Benjamin Ebert, MD, PhD, 2018
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Todd Fehniger, MD, PhD, 2017
Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis

Andrew Feldman, MD, 2019*
Mayo Clinic, Rochester

Carolyn A. Felix, MD, 2019*
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

Adolfo Ferrando, MD, PhD, 2018
The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York, Columbia University Medical Center

Andrés Ferreri, MD, 2017
Fondazione Centro San Raffaele

Stephen Forman, MD, 2013
Beckman Research Institute of the City of Hope

Dr. Stephen Forman is funded in part by Barbara and Gary Freedman.

Karín Gaensler, MD, 2018
The Regents of the University of California, San Francisco

Jacqueline Garcia, MD, 2018
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Lucy Godley, MD, PhD, 2017
The University of Chicago

Douglas Graham, MD, PhD, 2015
Emory University

Dr. Douglas Graham is funded in part by the Ella B. Cleveland Trust and the WMR Foundation.

Christian Grommes, MD, 2019*
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research

Dr. Christian Grommes is funded in memory of Christopher ‘Kit’ Carson.
**2018 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS**

**Grantee prematurely terminated award in Fiscal Year 2018**

- Jae Park, MD, 2018
  - Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research
  - Dr. Jae Park is funded in part by The Hairy Cell Leukemia Foundation, Barbara and Gary Freedman, Robin and Jonathan Klein, Edith Klein, and The SASS Foundation for Medical Research.

- Laura Pasqualucci, MD, 2019*
  - The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York - Morningside

- Sean Post, PhD, 2019*
  - The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center

- Jun Qi, PhD, 2018
  - Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

- Noopur Raje, MD, 2017
  - Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

- Jun Qi, PhD, 2018
  - The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia

- Y. Lynn Wang, MD, PhD, 2017
  - The University of Chicago

- Dr. Y. Lynn Wang is funded in part by Imagine a Cure For Leukemia Canada.

- Amintha Wickrema, MD, PhD, 2017
  - The University of Chicago

- Kirsten Williams, MD, 2019*
  - Children’s Research Institute

- Dr. Kirsten Williams is funded in part by The Holland C. Gregg IV Research Fund.

- Kai Wucherpfennig, MD, PhD, 2019*
  - Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

- Jianhua Yu, PhD, 2017
  - The Ohio State University

- Andrew Zannettino, PhD, 2018
  - The University of Adelaide

- Fenghuang Zhan, MD, PhD, 2018
  - The University of Iowa

**Newly awarded or renewed grants in Fiscal Year 2019**

- Jae Park, MD, 2018
  - University of Perugia

- Dr. Enrico Tiacchi is funded in part by The Hairy Cell Leukemia Foundation, Barbara and Gary Freedman, Robin and Jonathan Klein, Edith Klein, and The SASS Foundation for Medical Research.

- Wei Tong, PhD, 2018
  - The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia

- Amrit Verma, MD, 2019*
  - Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Inc.

- Y. Lynn Wang, MD, PhD, 2017
  - The University of Chicago

- Dr. Y. Lynn Wang is funded in part by Imagine a Cure For Leukemia Canada.

- George Weiner, MD, 2017
  - The University of Iowa

- Edith Klein, and The SASS Foundation for Medical Research.

**2019* grants**

- Jae Park, MD, 2018
  - Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

- Jun Qi, PhD, 2018
  - Anderson Cancer Center

- Noopur Raje, MD, 2017
  - Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

- Sean Post, PhD, 2019*
  - University of Pennsylvania

- Laura Pasqualucci, MD, 2019*
  - The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York - Morningside

- Dr. Laura Pasqualucci is funded in part by the names Family Foundation.

- Maria Figueroa, MD, 2016
  - The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

- Dr. Maria Figueroa is funded in part by the George Shields Foundation.

- Enrico Tiacchi, MD, 2018
  - Virginia Commonwealth University

- Dr. Steven Grant is funded in part by Breeden Adams Foundation.

- Steven Grant, MD, 2018
  - Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

- Dr. Steven Grant is funded in part by The Hairy Cell Leukemia Foundation, Barbara and Gary Freedman, Robin and Jonathan Klein, Edith Klein, and The SASS Foundation for Medical Research.

- Dr. Steven Treon is funded in part by Imagine a Cure For Leukemia Canada.

- Dela Chan, MD, PhD, 2019*
  - University Health Network

- Dr. Dela Chan is funded in part by the MPN Research Foundation.

- James Griffin, MD, PhD, 2017
  - Northwestern University

- Royal and Jonathan Freedman, Robin and Jonathan Freedman, Barbara and Gary Freedman, Edith Klein, and The SASS Foundation for Medical Research.

- Dr. James Rubenstein is funded in part by the MPN Research Foundation.

- Amanda Mann, MD, PhD, 2019*
  - The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

- Dr. Amanda Mann is funded in part by the George Shields Foundation.

**Screen to Lead Program**

The Screen to Lead Program offers drug discovery support specifically directed toward medicinal chemistry and/or drug target screening in hematological malignancies.

- Adolfo Ferrando, MD, PhD, 2018
  - The University of California, San Francisco

- Dr. Adolfo Ferrando is funded in part by The Cora and John H. Davis Foundation and the Zegar Family Foundation.

- Li Zhang, MD, PhD, 2018
  - University Health Network

- The children’s research Institute

**Translational Research Program: Renewal**

- Leandro Cerchietti, MD, 2019*
  - Joan & Sanford I. Weill Medical College of Cornell University

- John Crispino, PhD, 2014
  - Northwestern University

- Dr. John Crispino is funded in part by the George Shields Foundation.

- Maria Figueroa, MD, 2016
  - University of Miami

- Dr. Maria Figueroa is funded in part by the LeGros Family.

**IWMF Grants**

This program is run in partnership with the International Waldenstrom’s Macroglobulinemia Foundation (IWMF).

- Shahrzad Jalali, PhD, 2019*
  - Mayo Clinic, Rochester

- Zachary Hunter, PhD, 2019*
  - Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

- Sherine Elsawa, PhD, 2019*
  - University of New Hampshire

**MPN Challenge Grants**

This program is run in partnership with the MPN Research Foundation.

- Angela Fleischman, MD, PhD, 2019*
  - The University of California, Irvine

- James Griffin, MD, 2019*
  - Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

- Vivian Oehler, MD, 2019*
  - Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center

- Stephen Oh, MD, PhD, 2019*
  - Washington University in St. Louis

- Rebekka K. Schneider, MD, 2019*
  - Erasmus University Rotterdam

- Michael Erb, PhD, 2019*
  - The Scripps Research Institute

- Robert Kridel, MD, PhD, 2019*
  - University Health Network

- Andrea Reboldi, PhD, 2019*
  - University of Massachusetts Medical School

- David Weinstock, MD, 2019*
  - Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

- Dr. David Weinstock is funded in part by Sandra Abbott.
Rising Tide Foundation for Clinical Cancer Research/LLS Patient-Focused Immunotherapy Initiative

This program is run in partnership to stimulate innovative and clinically relevant cancer research that has the highest potential for near-term patient impact in terms of clinical application, therapeutic outcomes and quality of life.

David Gottlieb, MD, 2017
The University of Sydney

Ann Leen, PhD, 2017
Baylor College of Medicine.

Ronald Levy, MD, 2017
Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University

Dr. Ronald Levy is funded in part by Laurie and Guy Adami.

Margaret Shipp, MD, 2017
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Rising Tide Foundation for Clinical Cancer Research/LLS Patient-Focused Prevention Grants for Blood Cancer

This program is run in partnership to advance breakthroughs in prevention of blood cancers.

C. Ola Landgren, MD, PhD, 2019*
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research

George Vassiliou, MD, PhD 2019*
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute

Mantle Cell Lymphoma Research Initiative

The Mantle Cell Lymphoma Research Initiative supports teams of researchers representing different disciplines and engaging in collaborative efforts to discover new approaches to treat patients with blood cancers.

Selina Chen-Kiang, PhD, 2019*
Joan & Sanford I. Weill Medical College of Cornell University

Dr. Selina Chen-Kiang is funded in part by the Sarah Cannon Fund at the HCA Foundation and Beth and Natan Vaisman.

Larry Kwak, MD, PhD 2019*
Beckman Research Institute of the City of Hope

Dr. Larry Kwak is funded in part by the Sarah Cannon Fund at the HCA Foundation and Beth and Natan Vaisman.

Special Initiatives

Peter Adamson, MD, 2019*
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

Dr. Peter Adamson is funded in part by Bayer.

Carma Bylund, MD, 2019*
University of Florida

Dr. Carma Bylund is funded in part by the Carolan Research Institute.

E. Anders Kolb, MD, 2019*
Nemours/Alfred I. duPont Hospital for Children

Dr. E. Anders Kolb is funded in part by Bayer.

Mignon Loh, MD, 2019*
The Regents of the University of California, San Francisco

Dr. Ari Melnick is funded in part by the Dr. Ralph and Marian Falk Medical Research Trust.

Soheil Meshinchi, MD, PhD, 2019*
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center

Dr. Soheil Meshinchi is funded in part by Bayer.

Crystal Reinhart, PhD, 2019*
University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana

David Sabatini, MD, PhD, 2019*
Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research

David Teachey, MD, 2019*
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

Frits van Rhee, MD, PhD, 2019*
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences

Dr. Frits van Rhee is funded in part by the Dr. Ralph and Marian Falk Medical Research Trust.

* Newly awarded or renewed grants in Fiscal Year 2019
Partnerships

Therapy Acceleration Program Partnerships

Acetylon Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Boston, MA
Affimed Therapeutics AG
Heidelberg, Germany
Ivan Borrello, MD
The Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center at Johns Hopkins University
Constellation Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Cambridge, MA
Decoy Biosciences, Inc.
San Diego, CA
Giulio Draetta, MD, PhD
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
Brian Druker, MD
Oregon Health & Science University
Fifty Seven, Inc.
Menlo Park, CA
ImmunGene, Inc.
Camarillo, CA
Irene Ghobrial, MD
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Anand Jillella, MD
Emory University
KDAC Therapeutics, Inc.
Cambridge, MA
Kiadis Pharma NV
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Kite Pharma, Inc.
Santa Monica, CA
Neximmune, Inc.
Gathersburg, MD
Ronald Levy, MD
The Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University
Owen O’Connor, MD, PhD
Herbert Irving Comprehensive Cancer Center at Columbia University Medical Center

Advisors

Medical & Scientific Affairs Committee

Steve Rosen, MD, FACP
Beckman Research Institute of the City of Hope
Chair
Stephen Ansell, MD, PhD
Mayo Clinic, Rochester
P. Leif Bergsagel, MD
Mayo Clinic, Arizona
Ravi Bhatia, MD
The University of Alabama at Birmingham
Renzo Canetta, MD
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Alan D. D’Andrea, MD
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Giulio Draetta, MD, PhD
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
Philip Frost, MD, PhD
Calesca Pharmaceuticals
Irene Ghobrial, MD
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Catriona Jamieson, MD, PhD
The Regents of the University of California, San Diego
Larry Kwak, MD, PhD
Beckman Research Institute of the City of Hope
Michelle LeBeau, PhD
The University of Chicago
Ross Levine, MD
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research
Jonathan D. Licht, MD
University of Florida
Alan F. List, MD
H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute
Susan M. O’Brien, MD
The Regents of the University of California, Irvine
Robert Rosen
Greyhawke Capital Advisors
Franklin O. Smith, III, MD
Medpace

Therapy Acceleration Program Advisors

Dana Callow, MBA
Boston Millennia Partners
Chair
C. Casey Cunningham, MD
Santé Ventures
William S. Dalton, MD, PhD
M2Gen
Giulio Draetta, MD, PhD
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
Laura S. Kaufman, PhD, DABT
Private Consultant
Ross Levine, MD
Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research
Ronald Levy, MD
The Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University
Vern Norvie, JD
Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati
Susan M. O’Brien, MD
The Regents of the University of California, Irvine
Robert Rosen
Greyhawke Capital Advisors
2018 National Recognition & Awards Program

We are pleased to recognize the extraordinary involvement of individuals, companies, corporations and organizations for their support of LLS and its mission. Those honored give of their time, talent and treasury and have made a significant difference in the lives of so many. To find out more about our awards program, please go to http://www.lls.org/national-awards-nomination

Congratulations to all the 2018 awardees!

2018 National Recognition & Awards Recipients

Robert de Villiers Spiral of Life Award

The Robert de Villiers Spiral of Life Award honors the founders, the de Villiers family. In 1944, in memory of their son Robert, Rudolph and Antoinette de Villiers started a foundation that today is known as The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society.

This award recognizes an individual who, through their leadership and tireless efforts to raise funds and influence policy, has advanced the overall mission of LLS.

Andy Gordon
Arizona Chapter

Charles Arnold
Illinois Chapter

Erin Zammett Ruddy
New York City Chapter

Sandy Allen-Bard
New York City Chapter

Dr. James DeGregori
Rocky Mountain Chapter

Ted Moroz
Canada National Office

Chris Kostanecki
Greater Bay Area Chapter

Larry Gerquest
Greater Bay Area Chapter

Jason Cox
Kentucky & Southern Indiana Chapter

Avi Nessim
Long Island Chapter

Mike Davis
Long Island Chapter

Amy Stone
Minnesota Chapter

Patrick Paolini
National Capital Area Chapter

Joseph DeSaba
New York City Chapter

Don Armstrong
North Texas Chapter

Mike Mendlik
North Texas Chapter

Geri Naumcheff
Oregon SW Washington Idaho Montana Chapter

Jim Chrisman
Rocky Mountain Chapter

Donnie Hill
Tri-State Southern Ohio Chapter

Peoples
Western Pennsylvania & West Virginia Chapter

Quality of Life Award

This award recognizes a member of the medical community, a social worker, or a caregiver who has provided outstanding support, counsel or guidance to blood cancer patients or their families.

Karen Hartman
Long Island Chapter

Ted Moroz
Canada National Office

Chris Kostanecki
Greater Bay Area Chapter

Larry Gerquest
Greater Bay Area Chapter

Jason Cox
Kentucky & Southern Indiana Chapter

Avi Nessim
Long Island Chapter

Mike Davis
Long Island Chapter

Amy Stone
Minnesota Chapter

Patrick Paolini
National Capital Area Chapter

Joseph DeSaba
New York City Chapter

Don Armstrong
North Texas Chapter

Mike Mendlik
North Texas Chapter

Geri Naumcheff
Oregon SW Washington Idaho Montana Chapter

Jim Chrisman
Rocky Mountain Chapter

Donnie Hill
Tri-State Southern Ohio Chapter

Peoples
Western Pennsylvania & West Virginia Chapter

Leadership Award

This award recognizes an individual who has been active in a chapter for at least three years, and has provided expertise and guidance that have helped the chapter achieve new levels of success.

Ted Moroz
Canada National Office

Chris Kostanecki
Greater Bay Area Chapter

Larry Gerquest
Greater Bay Area Chapter

Jason Cox
Kentucky & Southern Indiana Chapter

Avi Nessim
Long Island Chapter

Mike Davis
Long Island Chapter

Amy Stone
Minnesota Chapter

Patrick Paolini
National Capital Area Chapter

Joseph DeSaba
New York City Chapter

Don Armstrong
North Texas Chapter

Mike Mendlik
North Texas Chapter

Geri Naumcheff
Oregon SW Washington Idaho Montana Chapter

Jim Chrisman
Rocky Mountain Chapter

Donnie Hill
Tri-State Southern Ohio Chapter

Peoples
Western Pennsylvania & West Virginia Chapter

Vision for Life Award

This award recognizes an individual, corporation or organization whose ability to think outside the box has helped to create a new fundraising campaign/program or enhanced an existing event with national potential.

Subaru of America, Inc.
National Office

Nancy Sanker
Georgia Chapter

Heartland Blood Center
Illinois Chapter

Chipotle
North Texas Chapter

Nate Demercurio
North Texas Chapter

Warrior Horses
San Diego/Hawaii Chapter

Oliver Press, MD, PhD
(posthumously)
Washington/Alaska Chapter

Leroy Ball
Western Pennsylvania & West Virginia Chapter

Froedtert & the Medical College of Wisconsin
Wisconsin Chapter

Special Recognition Award

This award recognizes an individual who is deserving of recognition for their outstanding commitment to an event or program that has resulted in increasing revenue and building public awareness of LLS.

Marcia Banes
Georgia Chapter

John Bacon
Greater Bay Area Chapter

John D. Crispino, PhD
Illinois Chapter

Bobby Menges (posthumously)
Long Island Chapter

John Draper
National Capital Area Chapter

Doug Dunbar
North Texas Chapter

Jeff Gusinow
Oregon SW Washington Idaho Montana Chapter

John Reumann
Rocky Mountain Chapter

Cyndi Reinhardt
San Diego/Hawaii Chapter
Partners Against Blood Cancer Award

The Partners Against Blood Cancer Award recognizes an individual, corporation or organization that has demonstrated ongoing support and enduring commitment to LLS.

Ruby (40+ years of participation)
The Handlery Foundation
Greater Bay Area Chapter

Platinum (20+ years of participation)
Towne Properties
Tri-State Southern Ohio Chapter

Gold (15+ years of participation)
St. Joseph’s/Candler
Georgia Chapter

Silver (10+ years of participation)
Gila River Casinos
Arizona Chapter

2018 Media Awards Recipients

Recipients have a record of excellence in fundraising and promotional support, as well as educating and informing the public about LLS and its mission.

Digital
Jon Mosier
20th Century Fox, Home Entertainment
California Southland Chapter

20th Century Fox, Home Entertainment
California Southland Chapter

Rene Michel
MVP Productions
Mississippi/Louisiana Chapter

Kevin Humphrey
MVP Productions
Mississippi/Louisiana Chapter

Anthony Keith
KCTV
Rocky Mountain Chapter

KCTV
Rocky Mountain Chapter

Print
Ashley Webster
Central California Chapter

Gordon Webster, Jr.
President & Publisher
The Business Journal
Central California Chapter

Jean Webster
Central California Chapter

Kayla Neims
Ladue News
Gateway Chapter

Ladue News
Gateway Chapter

Trish Miller
St. Louis Business Journal
Gateway Chapter

St. Louis Business Journal
Gateway Chapter

The Modesto Bee
Greater Sacramento Area Chapter

Joe Giametta
Long Island Business News
Long Island Chapter

Long Island Business News
Long Island Chapter

SpinSheet Magazine
Maryland Chapter

Nickole Kerner Bobley
Texas Gulf Coast Chapter

Amber Elliott
Houston Chronicle Hearst Media
Texas Gulf Coast Chapter

Houston Chronicle Hearst Media
Texas Gulf Coast Chapter

Sally Steed
Utah Media Group
Utah Chapter

Milwaukee Magazine
Wisconsin Chapter

Jane Stein
Milwaukee Magazine
Wisconsin Chapter

Radio

KSJN – Modesto
Central California Chapter

KOSO Radio
Central California Chapter

La Preciosa
KFSO Radio
Central California Chapter

Teri Ann Schiesser
iHeartMedia
Central California Chapter

Victoria Mann
Sonoma Media Group
Greater Bay Area Chapter

Sonoma Media Group
Greater Bay Area Chapter

Shelley Irwin
WGJV PBS
Michigan Chapter

WGJV PBS
Michigan Chapter

WCCO-AM Radio
Minnesota Chapter

WGFX 104.5 The Zone
Tennessee Chapter

Mike Parsons
KBEE - 898.7
Utah Chapter

KBEE - 898.7
Utah Chapter

Darrin Scott Kibbey
WVCR - 88.3 FM
Upstate New York/Vermont Chapter

WVCR - 88.3 FM
Upstate New York/Vermont Chapter

Television

TBS / TNT Networks
California Southland Chapter

Alex Delgado
KSEE TV 24
Central California Chapter

KSEE TV 24
Central California Chapter

Lupita Lomeli
Unvision 21
Central California Chapter

Unvision 21
Central California Chapter

Good Day Sacramento
KMAX TV
Greater Sacramento Area Chapter
Dr. William Dameshek Award

This award honors the memory of Dr. William Dameshek, who was a pioneer in developing chemotherapy protocols and who founded the core hematology journal Blood and served as its editor for many, many years.

This award recognizes nationally recognized notables and celebrities who have lent their voice and image to advance the LLS mission.

Lila Javan
Founder Climb 2 Cure
California Southland Chapter

Charlie Schlatter
Acclaimed Entertainer
California Southland Chapter

John Quiñones
ABC Television Host
South Central Texas Chapter
We gratefully acknowledge the individuals, foundations and corporations that generously supported LLS’s mission during this fiscal year.

**Donors**

**Innovation Circle $500,000 - $999,999**
- Jazz Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
- Lang / Stiglitz Family Fund
- Gail and James Palmer
- Dr. Ralph and Marian Falk Medical Research Trust
- Toni and Emmet Stephenson*
- Subaru of America Inc.
- The Wawa Foundation

**$250,000 - $499,999**
- AbbVie Inc.
- AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals
- Barclays
- Bloomberg Philanthropies
- Bristol-Myers Squibb
- Carolinas HealthCare Foundation*
- The Charles T. Bauer Charitable Foundation*
- Charles Esten*
- Fifth Third Bank
- Global Franchise Group, LLC - Great American Cookies®, Hot Dog on a Stick®, Marble Slab Creamery®, MaggieMoo’s Ice Cream & Treatery®, Pretzelmaker®, and Round Table Pizza®
- Kenneth and Verna Mae Jessen Trust
- Kite, A Gilead Company
- Merck & Company
- Muy! Hamburgers LLC
- The Okawara Foundation Inc.
- Pfizer, Inc.
- Rising Tide
- Stater Bros. Charities
- Mona Carlton Stogner and Grey Stogner*
- UCLA Health
- Anonymous (1 donor)

**$100,000-$249,000**
- All Round Foods Bakery Products Inc. courtesy of Glen Wolther and Donna Rosen
- Alto-Shaam, Inc.
- American Association of Physicians of Indian Origin
- Anna and Dean Backer*
- Bank of America
- Nonnie and John Barbey Jr.
- Dr. Evelyn Bata
- BD
- BDO USA, LLP
- The Boldt Family Philanthropy Fund*
- Briggs Equipment
- Janice and Peter Brock*
- S. Lori Brown*
- Cal Turner Family Foundation*
- California Coast Credit Union
- Celebrity Cruises
- The Charles Engelhard Foundation*
- Barry Cheskin and Lisa Norcia Cheskin*
- Citrix Systems, Inc.
- The Clyde Smith McGregor and LeAnn Pedersen Pope Charitable Fund
- The Coleman Foundation, Inc.*
- Liz and Michael Copley*
- George Curcio
- John Doerr
- Dr. Elsey’s Precious Cat Products
- Earl D. and Marian N. Olson Fund
- The Edward J. Phillips Family Foundation*
- Elbit Systems of America
- F. M. Kirby Foundation, Inc.
- First Community Foundation
- Barbara and Gary Freedman
- Chiyoko Furukawa*
- Gexa Energy
- Goldman Sachs Gives
- Homer and Martha Gudelsky Family
- The Hairy Cell Leukemia Foundation*
- Frankie and Michael Hardesty
- The Hearst Foundation, Inc.
- The Holland C. Gregg IV Research Fund
- Incyte Corporation
- Iron Bow Technologies
- Jackson Family Fund
- Jersey Mike’s Subs
- Juno Therapeutics, Inc.
- Jennifer and William Kenneally*
- David and Colleen Kessenich
- Emily and Neil Kishter*
- Joyce and Larry Lacerte*
- Katecho, Inc.
- Lehighton Valley Restaurant Group, Inc./ Red Robin
- Lieblich Family Gift Fund*
- Cristine and Timothy Lindenfelser*
- David Lyon
- The Lyon Family Foundation
- The Marge and Charles Schott Foundation*
- New Jersey Charity Golf Outing
- New York Community Bank
- Novartis Pharmaceuticals
- NSC Global Ltd.*
- Lynne and Greg O’Brien
- Rick Ostroff*
- PLASTICS
- Rahr Corporation*
- Andrea Reid
- Bonnie and Sam Rodditi*
- Melody and Rick Rogers
- Nancy C. and Richard R. Rogers
- Jerry and Lois Rosenblum*
- Patricia and Jeffrey Sachs*
- Harvey and Yetta Saltzman
- The SASS Foundation for Medical Research*
- Drew and Donna Schwartz Family
- Da’Norris and Kennetra Searcy
- Seattle Genetics
- John Shumate

**President’s Circle $10,000,000 and Above**
- The Harry T. Mangurian, Jr. Foundation, Inc.*
- The Olive Garden Italian Restaurant
- Pharmacyclics/Janssen
- Donald Porteous*
- The Sarah Cannon Fund at the HCA Foundation*
- Schwartz Ward Family Foundation*
- Takeda Oncology
- UFCW
- Walgreens
- Anonymous (1 donor)

**Leadership Circle $1,000,000 - $9,999,999**
- Amgen Inc.
- Monica and Timothy Babich*
- Burlington
- Celgene Corporation
- Cynthia and Frank Gasztonyi*
- Genentech/Biogen
- Gilead Sciences Inc.
- Joan and Paul Rubschlager*
- LIUNA Charitable Foundation*
- The Norcross Foundation, Inc.
- In Memory of Herrick F. Norcross, Jr. (Rick)*
- The Olive Garden Italian Restaurant
- Pharamcycals/Janssen
- Donald Porteous*
- Salesforce
- The Sarah Cannon Fund at the HCA Foundation*
- Schwartz Ward Family Foundation*
- Takeda Oncology
- UFCW
- Walgreens
- Anonymous (1 donor)

**Pharmaceutical Funding Legend**
- Patient Access
- Public Policy
- Research
- Campaign

* Denotes multi-year commitment
Discovery Circle
$50,000-$99,999

ABM Industries Inc.
Acklie Charitable Foundation
Allegheny Foundation
Allstate Insurance Helping Hands Foundation
American Airlines
Moll Anderson
Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation
Biologics, Inc., a McKesson Specialty Health Company
Black Dog Charities
Blackstone Charitable Foundation
Briggs Equipment
The C. Kenneth & Laura Baxter Foundation
Carolan Research Institute*
Caterpillar, Inc.
Cleveland Clinic
Compass Self-Storage, LLC
The Cornelius J. & Ellen P. Coakley Family Foundation
CSRA
Daichi Sankyo C
Dana Farber Cancer Institute
DLA Piper LLP
Disney Worldwide Services, Inc.
E & J Gallo Winery
Entergy Texas
Fight Like Hell Golf JAM
Flamingo Inc.
Florida Cancer Specialists
Frances and Gertrude Levett Foundation
Garden City Turkey Trot
The GATE Foundation
GE Foundation
Generac Power Systems, Inc.
George L Shields Foundation, Inc.
Group One Thousand One
Hannig Law
Hargrove Inc.
Dan and Heather Harrington
Hildegarde D. Becher Foundation Inc.
HM Insurance Group
Howard Family Foundation
The Huntsman Foundation
John and Kristin Hyland
The John and Frances Beck Family Foundation
J.T. Tai & Co. Foundation, Inc.
Brian Jaramillo, President,
Tilden-Coil Constructors, In Memory of Ernest & Carol Jaramillo
Joers General Contractors
Mary and Rick Kading
Kent’s Run
Koppers, Inc.
Kritchman Family Foundation Inc.
Lighthouse Investment Partners, LLC
Judy and Charlie Lynch*
Macquarie Group Foundation
Manning Family Foundation
The Marcus Foundation, Inc.
Massapequa Turkey Trot, Inc.
Mazda
McKesson Specialty Health
Miami Cancer Institute
Mindshare
Moffitt Malignant Hematology & Cellular Therapy at Memorial Healthcare System
Tommy Morrison
George Moss Jr.
n2grate
North Park/Nancy A. Nasher and David Haemisegger
Pacific Union International
Pamela B. Katten Memorial Leukemia Research Foundation
Peoples Natural Gas
The Pete & Arline Harman Trust Fund
Perfumania
Pfizer Biosimilars C
The Pine Foundation
PhRMA
Piedmont Healthcare
Ping Y. Tai Foundation, Inc.
Planned Systems International
Postage Stamp Farm Foundation
PRA Health Sciences
Presidio
Brian Reinsborough*
Robert E. Gallagher Charitable Trust
SailPoint Technologies
Salt River Pima Maricopa Indian Community
Niki Salter
Sarah Cannon
George and Mary Elizabeth Smith
Southern Glazer’s Wine & Spirits
Carol and Mark Spisak
Talking Stick Resort
Teva Pharmaceuticals PA
Tod Reed McClintock Research Foundation
Toyota Motor North America
Phil Venables
Venture First
Judith Von Seldeneck
VyStar Credit Union
Washington Area Mercedes-Benz Dealers
Wells Fargo
West Pharmaceutical Services, Inc.
Wilkinson Walsh + Eskovitz LLP
Wings of Freedom Foundation

Advocate
$25,000-$49,999

1889 Foundation
Agios Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
AHLA, Inc.
Alverin M. Cornell Foundation
Ameren Corporation
American Chemistry Council
AmeriHealth Administrators
AmerisourceBergen Foundation
Irdeen Anderson
C.E. and Jean Andrews
The Annenberg Foundation
Anpac Bio
Aon Risk Solutions
Arizona Public Service (APS)
Atlantic Health System
Avela Specialty Pharmacy
Joseph Baratta
Baring
Anita and Mike Bartschat
Baylor Scott & White
Bernhard MCC
Beta Engineering
BLG Trust

BMC Atlanta
BMC Houston
Leon and Michael Borchers*
Brayton Purcell Community Foundation
Breeden-Adams Foundation
Jeff, Carol and Rebecca Burch
C.H. Robinson Worldwide
Camelback Subaru
Carefirst Blue Cross Blue Shield
Carlos Batista Foundation
Carlson Family Foundation, Inc.
Carrington Mortgage Services & Carrington Charitable Foundation
Carz Cruzin Inc.
Casey Construction Group
CBRE
CBRE New England
The Cellular Connection, LLC (TCC)
Centene Corporation
Chambers Family Foundation
Chickasaw Nation
Columbus Foundation
Community Foundation of Collier County
Community Foundation Of Sonoma County*
Community Foundation Of New Jersey
Copper River Shared Services
Cora and John H. Davis Foundation
Costco Wholesale
Crescent Beach Challenge
CREST Insurance Group
Cruise Planners
Dallas Stars Alumni Association
Dan’s Supreme Super Markets
David C. Copley Foundation
David Polen Trust
Dealer Tire
Deloitte
Dickinson Fleet Services LLC
Michael Diers
James Dillavou
Marian Dozier
Dyer Family Foundation
Edward Jones
EFESTĒ Winery
The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation
Eli Lilly
Enmark Stations, Inc.
Enterprise Holdings Inc.
ePLUS Technology, Inc.
EY
Fernandez Foundation
Fifth Generation, Inc.
Florentine R. Camenisch Foundation
Fox Valley Hematology & Oncology
Franklin American Mortgage Company
Freeman
Furniture Fair
Garber Automotive Group
Ethel and Bernard Garil
GEICO
GEICO Cares
General Dynamics Corporation
Giant Food
Gila River Indian Community
The Good Works Corp DBA Leukemia Gold Classic
The Gordon Charter Foundation
GovSmart
Greater Milwaukee Foundation, Inc.
Frank and Barbara Gumino
The Handlery Foundation
Dustin Harder
HCA Foundation
Heartland Blood Centers
Brett Helling
Gayle and Jeff Helman
David Higgins
Higgins Family Foundation
Hillcrest Historic Foundation
HITT Contracting, Inc.
David Hitz
Holistic Financial Partners
Jane Hooks
Huntsman LLC
Richard Hurd
Ice Mobility Foundation
In Loving Memory of Betty Karpinski
Inquisit
Iroquois Middle School
Ivie & Associates, Inc.
J&J Development
Ann Gail and Justin Jaschke
Jerome and Grace Murray Foundation
The Jim Jacobs Charitable Foundation
John Theurer Cancer Center
Johnson & Johnson
The Joseph Daly Foundation
Kaiser Permanente
Keith Zars Pools
The Keri Shull Team
KeyBank
Kingsbury Family Fund
Klingman Family Fund
KPMG LLP
Lehigh Valley Steel-Hawks
Jody Levin
Alexandra and Bryan Ley
Connie Lindsey
Lodging Hospitality Management Corporation
Rakesh Loonkar
Suzanne and Al Lord
Lunardi’s Markets
Luppe and Paula Luppen Family Foundation
M.G. O’Neil Foundation
M&T Bank/Wilmington Trust
Amit Malhotra
Mallory’s Miracles
Paula and Lawrence Marshall
Masco Corporation
Maximus Foundation
Mayo Clinic Jacksonville
Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research
McAlister Development Company
Caren and Jon McCormack
MedStar Health, Inc.
Melryder Foundation*
Memorial Healthcare System
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
Michigan Medicine Rogel Cancer Center
Montefiore Medical Center—Oncology
Laine Moore
Morguard
George Moss
John Moss
Mike Motwani
Names Family Foundation
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company
North Bay Cancer Alliance*
Northrop Grumman
Northside Hospital
Morgan O’Brien
The Order of St. Benedict of New Jersey
Ochsner Clinic Foundation
Penn Medicine, Abramson Cancer Center
Penn Station East Coast Subs
Pharmacycils & Janssen
Pleasant Places
Joel Plotkin
Postlethwaite & Netterville
The Pray Family Foundation
Prudential Financial
PSEG
PwC
Kathleen and Edward Quinn
Lisa and Robert Reeves
Darryl Reginelli
Marjorie Rendina
Richard and Terez Abatecola Foundation
Riemer & Braunstein LLP
Riley Foods
PJ and Suhail Rizvi
Doug Robinson
The Roma Charitable Foundation
Ronning Family Foundation
Robert and Nancy Rosen
RSM US Foundation
Runway to a Cure
Rush Truck Centers
James and Sally Ryan
Safford Auto & James Gramm
SAIC
ST. JOSEPH’S/CANDLER
David Salmanowitz
Salmi Investments
Samuel Freeman Charitable Trust
San Jose Earthquakes
Dr. Michael and Janet Scharf
Edward Scopelitis
Sempra Energy Foundation
The Sessions Firm
Shade Tree Services Co.
Shire
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Evan Silverstein
So Long to Leukemia
Solutionreach
Theresa Smith
Tim Springer
Stand Together Music Festival
Stanford Children’s Health
Steel Dynamics, Inc.
Margaret and Donald Steiner
Strike
Paul Sun
Michael Sweig
Sylvan/Laureate Foundation
T. H. Garner
Tampa Bay Lightning
Ann Taylor
TECO Energy
Tour de Court
Tolero Pharmaceuticals
Trevor Loughlin Foundation Inc.
Trial Lawyers 4 Justice
Turner Broadcasting
UC Irvine Health Care
Ultimate Software
UM Sylvester Comprehensive Cancer Center
UNC REX Healthcare
UPMC
Valero
Vanda Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Kathryn and Leo Vecellio
Venable LLP
Katy Vickery
Drenda Vijk
VWR Charitable Foundation
Cristina and Matt Wallach
Ellen Weissberg
Gloria Weissberg
Mark Weissberg
Wet Willie’s Management Corp.
William R. Rich Foundation
Wisnoski Family Fund in loving memory of Jackie
Zivaro
Anonymous (1 donor)

Giving Circle
$10,000-$24,999
21st Century Fox America, Inc.
4 Horsemen Charities, Inc.
60 Feet 6 Foundation
84 Lumber
Abacus Technical Services, LLC
Sandy Abbott
Betsy Abell
Albertsons Companies, Inc.
Alliant Insurance Services, Inc.
Allison Abel
Access Capital Foundation
Access Point, Inc.
Accord Healthcare, Inc.
ACE Family Foundation
Acosta Sales and Marketing Co.
Ann Milton Adams
Michael Adams
Avinash Agarwal
Air Products Foundation
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLC
Albert and Elaine Borchard Foundation
Albrecht Family Foundation
Alexandria Real Estate Equities Inc.
The Alice Lawrence Foundation, Inc.
Allegion
Alliance Construction Group
Alliance Data
Almond & Company
Alston Construction
The Altschul Foundation – Reichman Memorial
Amadeus North America
American Direct Marketing Resources LLC
American Enterprise Group Inc.
American Insurance Group
American Systems
AmTrust Bank – New York Community Bank
Anadarko
Michael Anastasi
Mark and Susan Anderson
The Andrew Busch Family Foundation
Jeff and Patricia Andrews
Anonymous in honor of Diane Anthem
Joseph Antunovich
Aon
Apple Inc.
ArcherDX
Area Home Lending
Arizona Children’s Charities
Arraycon LLC
Ashton Family Fund
The Asplund Tooze Family Foundation
ASRC Federal
The Associated Credit Union Foundation LNC
Assurant
Astellas Pharma
Asuragen, Inc.
Atlantic Trust
John Audi
Austin Financial Group
Avalon Bay Communities
The Avanissians Foundation
Eyal Avnon
Avsten Construction LLC
Craig Bacharach
Bahia Corinthian Yacht Club
Charles Baker
Harriet Baker
Baker Botts
Baker Hughes Foundation
Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP
Leroy Ball
Ballinger
Bleriha Balliu
Bally Capital Management, LLC
Hillary and Tom Baltimore
BankSouth Mortgage
Banner Health
Ted and Traci Barr
Bath Fitter
Douglas Baughman
Scott and Lori Baxter
Warner Baxter
Diane Baylor
BB&T
BCM One, Inc.
BD Biosciences
Beacon Capital Partners
Beat AML for Sarah Mattice
Russ Been
BiHealth Investment Partners LLC
Beltway Cleaning Services
Ben Arnold-Sunbelt Beverage Company
Bender Foundation, Inc.
Burton Benrud
Berkshire Bank
The Bernal T. Chomeau Private Foundation
Bill Thomas Associates, Inc.
Biotechnology Innovation Organization (BIO)
Bill Bird
Brlasoft
Jennifer and Brant Bishop
Stacey and Seth Blackman
Connie Blackmon
Blanchard Machinery Company, Inc.
Carole Blaska
Bloodworks Northwest
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Mississippi
BlueCross BlueShield of South Carolina
Bobby & Steve’s Auto World Youth Foundation
Nancy Boeck
Dr. David and Mrs. Natalie Bojrab
Traci Bolte
Bon Secours St. Francis
Booz Allen Hamilton Inc.
Caryn Boriand
Boston Properties
Boston’s Best Coffee Roasters
Bowen Engineering Corporation
John Boyle
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings Vault LLP
Melvin and Barbara Bradley
Bradshaw Automotive Group
Manisha Brahmbhatt
Brandywine Realty Trust
Barb and Tom Bresnahan
Janis E. Brewster
Jana and Warren Brickey
BriteVerify
Nancy and Mark Brodsky
Brookfield Los Angeles Builder
Michael Brooks and Marie Fotiu
Steve and Scarlet Broome
Brown Gould Kiely LLP
Morris Brown
The Bruce and Suzanne Glassman Family Charitable Foundation
The Bruce Cohen Memorial Cancer Foundation
Buch Construction
Bullocks Cruise In
E. J. and Martha Burke
Harold R. Burroughs
Jennifer and Jeffrey Butler
Butler Family Foundation
John Byrd
C. Jay Moorhead Foundation
Mary Cahill
Caliber Collision
Becky and Dana Callow
Candlelighters Guild
Renzo Canetta
Cantor Fund
The Cap IV Group
Capital One Bank
TJ Caplinger
Carl M. Freeman Foundation
The Carlton Family Foundation
Carmichael Lynch
Carnival Foundation
Carolina Healthcare System
Carrie Carroll
Linda and Don Carter
Carter Machinery Company, Inc.
Castro & Company
The Celia Lipton Farris and Victor W. Farris Foundation Inc.
Century Communities
Chad’s Light Up Leukemia
William Chandler
Chard, Snyder & Associates, Inc.
Charles Foundation
Charles Schwab
Charlotte Radiology
Chef’s Market Café & Take Away
Chemed Foundation
Ya Chen
Cherry Bekaert LLP
Chesmar Homes, LTD
Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta
Robert and Linda Chinsky
Chiramonte Construction Company
Pauline and Justin Chueh
Church & Dwight Employee Giving Fund
Cigna Health and Life Insurance Company
CINC, Inc.
Circle City Foundation
Cisco Systems
Citco
Citizens Energy Group
Ron Cizzon
Jay and Susan Clark
Clark Construction Group, LLC
Clearshark / BAI Tech
Sandy Cleary
Leigh and Tommy Cleaver
Clyde Trust
CNA Foundation
CNA Insurance
Coastal Community Foundation
Cobb Streeker Dunphy & Zimmermann, Inc.
Ron Cohn
Cohn Family Foundation
CohnReznick LLP
Cole, Scott & Kissel P.A.
Commonwealth Charter Academy
Community Blood Center and Community Tissue Services
Community Care Health Plan
Community Health Network and Community Visionary Enterprises, Inc.
Concept Plus
Gail and Frank Coniglio
Robyn and Don Conlon
Connell High School
Agnes Connors
James Cook
Jean and Bernice Cooney
Debbie and Rob Copito
Coppercraft Distillery
Cord Blood Registry
Core BTS
Corelli Contractor
Corporate Office Properties Trust
Ted Couch
Courtney Knight Gaines Foundation
Covert Chevrolet Buick & GMC
Brian Cox
Madeline Craft
Crane Composites
Crane Fund for Widows and Children
Crescent Construction
Cross Country Consulting
Crow Holdings Capital Real Estate
Crown Battery
CruCon Cruise Outlet
CSI Leasing
Cub Cares Community Fund
Culver’s
Blake and Kelly Cunningham
Mary Cushing Doherty
Cushman & Wakefield
CWCapital
Arlyn Cypen
D3 LLC
Jennifer and Christian Dahlberg
Dallas Stars Alumni Association
William Dalton
Thuy and Mitch Dancik
Danford Foundation
Daniel & Karen Lee Family Foundation
DataPath
David and Mikel Blair
Family Foundation
The David Adams Memorial Fund
David Spence Cancer Foundation
Kimberly Davis-Riffe
Dearborn Stamping Planting
Edward DeBartolo
Decipher Technology Studios
Elliott Davis Decosimo
Defenders
The Del Signore Family Trust
Deloitte Consulting LLP
Lee Delorenzo
Delta Dental
Desert Institute for Spine Care
Diane’s Dream Charity
Dick and Betsy DeVos Family Foundation
William Dickinson and Joe Ann Brandt
Digital Federal Credit Union
Dignity Health
Dignity Health Bakersfield
Djeruma Charitable Fund
Christopher Dillard
Sharon and Paul Dillon
Diana and Joseph Dimenna
Discovers Fund, Inc.
Dixie Construction Co., Inc.
Becky Doemland
Dominion Energy
The Donald B. and Dorothy L. Stabler Foundation
Donegal Insurance Group
Timothy Donlan
Donna and Marvin Schwartz Foundation
Donnelley Financial Foundation
Donnelly Financial
The Donohue Family Foundation Inc.
Dorothy D. Smith Charitable Foundation
Dorothy Spanos 1999 Trustee Estate
Double J Dairy
Dougherty Family Foundation
Douglas Elliman/Senada Azdem
Doylestown Health Cancer Institute
Michelle Drury
Duane Morris LLP
The Duke Family Foundation
Duke Cancer Institute
Doug Dunbar
Dorothea Durig
Durst Organization L.P.
The Earl and Brenda Shapiro Foundation
Easttoll Secured, LLC
Deane Eastwood
Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott, LLC
Ed Morse Automotive Group
The Edgar and Ruth Robinson Family Foundation
The Edgery Family Foundation
Edith M. Schweckendieck Trusts
Edward B. Dunlap Jr. Foundation
Edward Jones Arkansas Employee Supporters
Jack Edwards
Ejtemai Foundation
Elekta, Inc.
Eliza B. Cleveland Trust
Elm Street Development
Emerson Charitable Trust
Emser Tile
Enerplus Resources (USA) Corporation
Epizyme
The Eric Scherbarth Leukemia Research Foundation, Inc.
Erie Insurance
The Escher Foundation
The Ethel and Harry Reckson Foundation, Inc.
Ette Dermatology
Michael Euston
Excellerate Energy
Christine Faenza
Linda and Robert Faktorow
The Fama Family Charitable Fund
Fansler Foundation
Fardisheh Family Foundation
Frederick Fargo
Jennifer Farina
Jody Farrell
Edward and Ronnie Fein
Scott Ferguson
Joseph A. Ferrara and Joan Ferrara
The Ferriday Fund Charitable Trust
First Home Mortgage
First Integrity Mortgage Services
First Therapeutics USA
Florida Crystals Corporation
Florida Hospital
Florida Power & Light Company
Flushing Bank
FMC Corporation
Phil and Angie Fogg
Steve and Lisa Fogg
Kyle Foley
For Finding a Cure
Force 3, Inc.
Corwin Ford
Ford Motor Company – Dearborn Truck Plant
Joseph Forgione
Alice Fortner
Jeana and Gordon Foster
Mr. and Mrs. Jon Foster
Michael Foster
Fox 5 – WTTG
Foxgarden Kitchen & Ale
Dianne and Richard Franco
Conne Franke
Michael Frazin
Frederick Brick Works, Inc.
Randy Freitag
Friends of Katelyn – The Joyce Family
Dana Fruehling
Fulerton Financial Planning NA
Tracye Funn
Janice Gabriolove
Duane and Cheryl Gaedcke
Galen College of Nursing
Gallo Bicycle Club
Gallo Family Charitable Fund
Sameer Gandhi
Gardner Business Media
The Garland Company
Shannon and Raymond Garren
Craig Garrison
Brendan Garvey
Paul Gaynor
GE Credit Union
Gelia, Wells & Mohr, Inc.
Genesis Gaming Solutions, Inc.
Genesys Impact, LLS
The George F. and Myra Shaskan Foundation
Dr. Gerald and Paula McNichols Family Foundation
Get Involved Now Inc.
GetWellNetwork
Ted Gianaris
Dr. Christopher and Patricia Giannoulas
Gila River Casinos
Gilman Subaru Southwest
GlaxoSmithKline PA
Robert Gleason
Global Payments Inc.
Megan and Brendan Globensky
Rebecca Godchaux
Jason Goldberg
Goldberg Charitable Trust
Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC
Lee Goodwin and Linda Schwartzstein
Govplace
Grace and Li Yu Family Foundation
Grant Thornton LLP
Laurie and Peter Grauer
Great Mills Trading Post Inc.
Greater Washington Community Foundation
Eric and Rachel Green
Emery and Thomas Greenwood
Gregory Poole Equipment Company, Inc.
Greystone Power Foundation Inc.
Grip It & Rip It
Larry Grisolano
Grocery Outlet Inc.
Luke Guarisco
Jason Guerin
Matthew Guerreiro and Christina Mohr
Gulf Coast Bank & Trust Co.
H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute
HAC, Inc.
Hadden Landscape, Inc.
Richard Haldeman
Lyle E. Hall
Hampton Toyota
Stephen Harder
Harkins Builders Inc.
Janet Harper
Harper Corporation General Contractors
Albert Harris
Jennifer and Christopher Harris
Muriel Harris
Parker Harris
C Vernon Hartline
Chuck and Lisa Hanahan
Thomas Hartzell
Harv’s Metro Car Wash
Raymond Haupt
Hazmat/Kenworth
HEB
Randy and Nancy Hecht
Sheila Heinze
Helen W. Bell Charitable Foundation
Kathleen and Mark Helge
Hendrick Subaru Southpoint
Wanetta Henry
JoAnn and Mark Herbert
Heritage Title
Hewlett Packard Enterprise
HID Global
Highmark & Allegheny Health Network
Kristen and Matt Hill
Marcy and Donnie Hill
Hilcour
Erik Hinniger
Caroline and Mike Hinson
Rick Hoagland
Holland & Knight LLP
The Home Depot Foundation
Horizon Pharma USA, Inc.
Hostetler Ranches
Houston Methodist Hospital
Marcel Houtzager
Shelby Howard III
Howorth Blood Center HIP
Hundred Acres Manor
Hunt Construction Group, Inc.
Niles Hushka
Hy-Vee
IBERIABANK
Icon Building Supply
ID Technologies
IDI Consulting
Immucor Gamma
ImmunoGen
In Loving Memory of Mark Scheidhauer
Independent Health
Indiana Endowment LLC
Ink Technologies
Insulators International Health Hazard Fund
International Paper
IPA Foundation
Itron
The JBG Smith Company
J.P. Morgan Charitable Giving Fund
J.R. Simplot Company Foundation
Jack Henry & Associates
Jack Link’s
Jaguar Dallas & Land Rover Dallas
James F. Deherty Charitable Foundation
Gary Janson
The Jay and Rose Phillips Family Foundation
JE Dunn Construction
The Jeannette and H. Peter Kriender Charitable Trust
Jeff Paul Custom Homes
Jennifer and Robert Grunbeck Family Foundation
Chad and Calhoun Jensen
Jim Koons Automotive
Jimboy’s Tacos
The John G. Rangos Sr. Charitable Foundation
The John Newell Wade Foundation
John and Nancy Goldsmith Family Foundation
John Hancock Life Insurance Co.
John Hancock Real Estate
John Moriarty & Associates of Florida
John Wall Family Foundation
Cindy and Dan Johnson
Murray and Diana Johnson
Johnson Operating Account
Johnston Contracting
Adam Jones
Russell Jones
Jones Lang Lasalle Americas
The Joseph and Catherine Johnson Family Foundation
Josh and Jaime Foundation
Judge Technical Services Inc.
The June and Cecil McDole Charitable Fund
K Machine Industrial Services
Matthew Kabaker
Sandra and Stan Kahan
Susan and Dan Kane
Kasasa
Ronald Katz
Mary Beth and Christopher Kearns
Keeler Motor Car Company
Keith Busse Enterprises
Thomas Kelley*
Kenneth Bankert Foundation, Inc.
Kent Island American Legion Post 278
Kenworth Northeast Group & Hazmat Environmental Group, Inc.
Kerins Family
Gloria and Richard Kerrs
Mary Kathleen Ketterer
Sarah Ketterer
Kettering Health Network
Keystone Capital, Inc.
Kind Therapeutics
King and Spalding
Stuart Kipnes
Chuck and Shelley Kiven
KLA Laboratories Inc.
Robin and Jonathan Klein
Carol Klinger
Penelope P. Knight
Kolache Factory
Chris Kolb
Kolter Homes/KAST Construction
Kevin Kordsmeier
Thomas Koski
Bob and Jenny Kottler
Marc Kova
KPMG Houston
Geraldine and Charles F. Kriser
Lisa and Steven Kristel
The Kroli Family Foundation
KSM Business Services Inc.
Kenneth Kuebel and Robert Diliberto
Laborer’s Local 190
Karen and Roger LaBoube
David Labuda
Lace Up 4 Pink Inc.
Ladish Co. Foundation
Laibe Electric Co.
Lake Family Foundation
Suzanne Badenhoop and Guy Lampard
Brian Landrum
Harry Langenberg
Kenneth Langone
LaVerna Hahn Trust
James and Mary Lazzaro
Leadiant Biosciences, Inc.
Meg and Mary Jo Leahy
Noelle Leca
Jeff Lee
Leeds Mitchell Jr., Charitable Trust
Legacy Mutual Mortgage
Legacy Star Capital Partners
Legacy Trust
John Legere
The LeGros Family
Lehigh Valley Health Network
Levine Cancer Institute
Charlene Levy
Lewis Wagner LLP
Lightning Foundation, Inc.
Linn Ligon
John and Nancy Lindahl
Peter Lindahl and Susan Blaska Lindahl
The Lindquist Family Foundation
Jessica Lindsey
Lindy Paving
Jeffrey Lipshitz
Lisa Bilotti Foundation, Inc.
Lance Little
LLR Inc.
Paul Loeb
Lois M. Plasoen Charitable Trust
Lynda and Anthony Lomangino
Lori Loo
Nick Loporcaro
The Lotz Family Foundation
Louisville Metro Government
William Loveless
Kent Lynch
M2Gen
Mabee / Gumpert Philanthropic Fund
MacArthur Foundation
Madison Capital Group LLC
Mack Madness, Inc.
Sean and Vanessa Magee
Bob Maher
Major Hyundai
Deborah Maine
Chuck Malk
Nancy and David Malone
Manatt, Phelps and Phillips, LLP
Manchester Life Foundation
Craig Manske
Barbara and Joel Marcus
Randal Margo
Marie-Josee and Henry R. Kravis Foundation
John Marten
John Martin
Lucy Martin & Family In Memory of Ron Martin
Mary P. Sterling Foundation
Masco Cabinetry
Michael Maser
Dr. Jeff and Marie Matous
Kim and Matthew Mausser
Maverick Capital Foundation
Jeffrey and Katina Mayer
MB Financial Bank
Dustin McArthur
Charles McCall
Sandra and Thomas McCarthy
Mike and Candace McCaw
Henry McCravy, Jr.
Matthew and Julie McDonough
Erin and Sean McGould
Michele and Scott McMullin
William McNitt
MD Anderson Cancer Center
MEC Leukemia Survivorship Foundation
Medical City Dallas Hospital
Medical City Fort Worth
Medical Mutual
Medidata
MedStar Georgetown
Medstar Shah MSO LLC
Meining Family Foundation
Samantha Meinsen
Joseph Meisner
The Memorial Foundation
Craig Meneer
Mercy Health Partners - SWO
Meritor, Inc.
Kathleen Meriwether
Merrill Lynch
Susanna Merriman
Metromont Corporation
MGH Advertising, Inc.
MGH Cancer Center
Miami Parking Authority
Michael & Nicole Gerdin Family
Bob and Brenda Michaels
Michigan Pathology Specialists
Microsoft
Middle Street Partners, LLC
Mike Swalley Endowment
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP
Miles & Stockbridge LLP
Chris Miller
Natalie and JT Miller
Mineola Properties LLC
Minnesota Twins Community Fund
Minto Communities
Alan Myasaki
Mizuho Americas
MN Chapter Board of Trustees
Moffatt & Nichol
Max Mohammadi
Monday Properties
Raymond Montminy
Monumental Sports & Entertainment Foundation
Colin Moore
Wendy and Charles Moore
Morgan H. Johnson Family
Morgan Stanley Foundation
Jonathan Morris
Joseph Morrison
Susan and Marvin Moser
Ali and Judge Moss
Aaron Motwani
Mountain America Federal Credit Union
Movement Foundation, Inc.
The MPB Charitable Foundation
MRA
MUFG
Murray Law Firm
Muskego Health Care Center
Myron H. Ackerman Trust
Stacey and Rick Nadeau
The Najim Family Foundation
Larry Nance
NASA Federal Credit Union
NASCAR Foundation
The Naserian Foundation Inc.
Nashville Wine Auction
National Rural Utilities Cooperative
Navarro Family Foundation
NCF Interiors
Nebraska Medicine
Nehring Construction, Inc.
Neisman Construction, Inc.
Michael Neidorff
Neogenomics Laboratories Inc.
Ness Digital Engineering
Nestle Purina PetCare Co – Gateway
The Netter Foundation Inc.
New England Patriots Foundation
News 4 Buffalo
New York Community Trust
NewYork-Presbyterian
Tim Newman
Newmark Knight Frank
Next Ortho
The Niello Company
Noco Express LLC
Lesa Nollau
Gary and Amy Norcross
North American Development Group
Northwell Health
Northwestern Mutual
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
Norton Healthcare
Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP
Nova Construction Services LLC
Novant Health
NVIDIA
Jerome Oakey
OCLO, Inc.
Odin, Feldman & Pittleman P.C.
OHC
OK Reality
OMelevny & Myers LLP
The Omer Foundation
Brian O’Neill
Orangetheory Fitness
Oregon Oncology Specialists
Ostroff Associates
Lori and John Overbeck
Pabco Construction Corp.
Pacific Service Credit Union
Dan Paolini
Papa John’s of Iowa
Paquette & Co.
PAP Electrical Contractors, Inc.
Eric Parks
Parkview Cancer Institute
Parkview Ortho Hospital
Parkview Physicians Group
Patch Painters and Allied Trades for Children’s
PathGroup
Edward Patterson and Krista Coppola Patterson
Jerry Paul
Paul & Joan Rubschlager Foundation
Paul and Beryl Greetin Foundation
The Paul E. Singer Foundation
Peck Madigan Jones, Inc.
Pegasus Builders
Pegula Sports & Entertainment
Penn Color
Peoples Health Network
PEP Promotions
Pepco Holding, Inc.
PepsiCo
The Perfect Light
Performance Automotive Network
Performance Food Group, Inc.
Whitney and Scott Perkins
Maria Persky and Craig Heberton
Susan and Ronnie Pertnoy
Tracy Peters
PFG/Vistar
PGA Tour Superstore
Jennifer Phillipi
The Phyllis M. Coors Foundation
Andrea Pines
The Pinkerton Foundation
PITT OHIO
Pizza Hut of America, Inc.
PNC Bank
PNC Financial Services Group
PNC Foundation
Eileen and Gerald Poblocki
Point B
Polk Bros. Foundation
Polo Ralph Lauren Foundation
Carolyn Pomroy
Fredrick and Cherie Pond
Jerry and Nadine Popham
Porsche of Melbourne
Porsche of New Orleans
Port Tampa Bay
Powell Industries
Precision Manufacturing Company Inc.
Precision Wall Tech
Premier Companies
Monika and John Preston
Douglas Prince
Principal Charity Classic
PrinterLogic
Priority Physicians
ProMedica
Prometheus Partners
Publicis Health Media/Digitas Health
The Pumping Station Inc.
PwC St. Louis
Rafael Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Sallie Rainer
Rambus
Derek Ramsey
Marvelyn Randall
The Randy and Deborah Daniel Family Charitable Foundation
Barbara Rapaport
Robin Rawald
Real Estate Development Services
Real Estate One Foundation
Red Clay Consulting, Inc.
Red River Technology
Red Rocks Church
David Redmond
Jason and Heather Redpath
Reece Holbrook Win Anyway Foundation Inc.
Alison Reed
Regional Cancer Care Associates
Rendina Healthcare Real Estate
Shelby Reneski
James Resnick
The Rhoda and David Chase Family Foundation, Inc.
The Rhode Island Foundation
Ride for Dads
Richard M. Schulze Family Foundation
Rifenburg Construction Inc.
The Robert Black Charitable Foundation
The Robert R Sprague Foundation
Roberts Oxygen Company, Inc.
Ruth Robinson
William Robinson
Kristie Robles
Gene Rochlin
Rockefeller Group
The Rockport Group
Rocky Mountain Cancer Centers
The Roderick Seward, Flossie Radcliffe and Helen M. Galloway Foundation, Inc.
Courtney and Kit Rodgers
Roeslein & Associates
The Rogers Family Foundation
Ropes & Gray LLP
Robert Rothman
Roy A. Hunt Foundation
Royal DSM
RSM
Eilen and Steve Rubesin
Richard Ruby
Margaret Rummel
Ruoff Home Mortgage
Chris Russell
The Randy and Deborah Daniel Family Charitable Foundation
Barbara Rapaport
Robin Rawald
Real Estate Development Services
Real Estate One Foundation
Red Clay Consulting, Inc.
Red River Technology
Red Rocks Church
David Redmond
Jason and Heather Redpath
Reece Holbrook Win Anyway Foundation Inc.
Alison Reed
Regional Cancer Care Associates
Rendina Healthcare Real Estate
Shelby Reneski
James Resnick
The Rhoda and David Chase Family Foundation, Inc.
The Rhode Island Foundation
Ride for Dads
Richard M. Schulze Family Foundation
Rifenburg Construction Inc.
The Robert Black Charitable Foundation
The Robert R Sprague Foundation
Roberts Oxygen Company, Inc.
Ruth Robinson
William Robinson
Kristie Robles
Gene Rochlin
Rockefeller Group
The Rockport Group
Rocky Mountain Cancer Centers
The Roderick Seward, Flossie Radcliffe and Helen M. Galloway Foundation, Inc.
Courtney and Kit Rodgers
Roeslein & Associates
The Rogers Family Foundation
Ropes & Gray LLP
Robert Rothman
Roy A. Hunt Foundation
Royal DSM
RSM
Eilen and Steve Rubesin
Richard Ruby
Margaret Rummel
Ruoff Home Mortgage
Chris Russell
S&G Global
Catherine and Jeffrey Sachs
Safeway, Inc.
St. Louis Blues Hockey Club, L.P.
Salinas Valley Memorial Healthcare System
Sam I. Am Foundation
Sam’s Club
Samuel C. Cantor Foundation
Dr. Samuel Shaheen Family Foundation
San Diego County – District 3
San Diego Sign Company
San Francisco Yacht Club
San Manuel Band of Mission Indians
San Par Golf Tournament
Sandoz, Inc. PA
Sandpiper Fund, Inc.
Sanofi Genzyme
SAP National Security Services
Pamela and Bobby Sasser
John and Mori Sasso
John Saunders
Lisa and Mark Saur
Savannah Chatham Imaging
Lorne Scharberg
Mark Scharberg
The Schaufeld Family Foundation
Scheid Family Wines
Laura Schlegel
Bryan Schmidt
Marc Schneider
Sandra and Brian Schneider
Jeff Schoepfel
Schorr-Lieberman Family Foundation
Schofflaw Brewing Co.
Schrack-Fries Foundation
Sea Fox Boat Company, Inc.
Scolari Food Foundation
Seafood City
Scotty Sibert
Mark Seltzer
Sempra Employee Giving Network
Serrano Associates LLC
The Shack
Sewell
The Shack
Anish Shah
Parin and Mona Shah
C. Kevin Shannahan
Dan Shapiro
Diane and Bill Shaw
Shepard 5 Points Family Foundation
Shire – MA
Kent Shoemaker
The Shooshan Foundation
Shumaker, Loop & Kendrick, LLP
R.L. Sias
Bart and Linda Siegel
The Sidney, Milton and Leoma Simon Foundation
Simmonds Family Foundation
Lauren and Robert Simmons
Bill and Karen Simpson
The Singer Family Foundation
Sinkula Investments, LTD – Wendy’s Siteman Kids
Skoloff & Wolfe, PC
Charlie and Meg Slater
SLC Group Holdings
Sleep Family
Angie and Steve Smith
Kristie Smith
William Smith
Smith Pachter McWhorter, PLC
Steven Snodgrass, MD, FACS
Camilla and Shahin Soghikian
Meghan Somers
Southern Glazer’s Wine & Spirits
Southern Rivers Energy Trust, Inc.
Southwest ToyotaLift
Southwestern Ohio Wendy’s Advertising Group
William Speakman
Tishman Speyer
Stephan and Bonnie Spiegel
Spire, Inc.
Splunk Inc.
Justine and David Springberg
Springs Fire Department
Shannon Stafford
St. David’s HealthCare
Gretchen Stangier
Star Anesthesia, PA
Barb and Tom Stayton
SteelFab SC
Stella International
Steve Giacin
Steward Family Foundation
Steward Health Care
Stone Bank
Vanessa and Matthew Stoyka
Strategic Property Partners
Strategic Resources International
Strayer University
Lacey and Huston Street
Suzanne Strothkamp
Brett Stuart
Subaru of Gainesville
SugarCreek
Patrick and Pam Sullivan
Peace Sullivan
Summit Funding, Inc.
Sun Trust Banks, Inc.
The SunTrust Foundation
SuperValu Inc.
Rocco and Debbie Surace
Sutter Health
SuVoda
Shirley Sutton
SWBC
Douglas Swortwood
Sykes Enterprises Inc.
Sysmex America, Inc.
Jack and Barbara Tarditi
TAS Foundation
Mark Taylor
TCC Gives, Inc.
Team Annie Rose Foundation
Team Dan the Man
Team Ethan, Max and Rachel’s Army
Team India
The Tecumseh Foundation
Tee Off Against Corp.
Monica Ten-Kate
Lee Tepper and Dorine Real
Terakeet LLC
Texas AirSystems, LLC
Texas Capital Bank
Texas Instruments, Inc.
Texas Oncology, P.A.
Henry Thierry
Zach Thomas
Thomas and Agnes Carvel Foundation
Thompson & Knight Foundation
Thompson, Habib & Denison, Inc.
Elizabeth Thornton Troy
Denise Thrower
Thunderbirds Charities
TIAA Charitable Inc.
Tilden-Coil Cares, Inc.
Sidney Ann Tiller
Kathryn and John Tillman
Tire Kingdom, a TBC Corporation
Company
Tito’s Handmade Vodka
TMX Finance
Johanna Tolls
Tom & Virginia Jennaro Family
Foundation, Inc.
Tooley Oil Company
Lisa Torrell and Mark Finerman
Daniel Towriss
Toyota Dealer Match Program
Ken Trainer
Transwestern Commercial Services, LLC
Travel Resorts of North Carolina, LLC
Trend Capital Management, LP
Triangle Oktoberfest Rotary
Foundation
Trident Maritime Systems
Truenorth Energy
TSYS
Dr. Kevin and Kris Tu
Raj Paul Tulsi
Turner Construction Company
Turner Foundations, Inc.
UK Healthcare-Markey
Cancer Center
US Bank
U.S. Chamber Foundation
U.S. Coffee
UST Global Inc.
U.S. Trust, Bank of America Private
Wealth Management
UAW Brownstown
UCSD/Sharp BMT Program
Mindy and Kirk Uhlaub
The Ultimate Software Group, Inc.
Unanet
Union Bank of California
United HealthCare Svs, Inc.
United Way of Central New Mexico
The University of Chicago
The UPS Foundation
Uptime Solutions
Beth and Natan Vaisman
Richard Van Bergen
Venari Resources LLC
ViaSat
Vida Global Foundation Inc.
Vidar/LPI
Brad Vick
Lois Vick
Volkert, Inc.
The W.J. Barney Foundation Inc.
The W. O’Neil Foundation, Inc.
Lina and Christian Waage
Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz
Katherine Wageman-Cook
Walmart
The Walt Disney Company
Walt Disney Company Foundation
The Warburg Pincus Foundation
Warmenhoven Family Foundation
Washingtonian
Washington Gas
Washington Redskins
Waterford Bank
Wawanesa Insurance
Waxman Strategies
WB Engineers+Consultants/Gensler
WDG Architectural
Wedell Family Foundation
Visse Wedell
Weeks & Irvine, LLC
Weil Cornell Medicine
David Weinstein, MD
Joshua Weirntraub
Marc and Shari Weissbach
Robyne Welde
David Welland
WellDyneRx
WellMed Medical Group
Welton Investment Partners
Wendimiddle LLC – Wendy’s
Marvin Wenger
Western Digital Corporation
Western Refining
Rod Westmoreland
Westcon Comstor
Wilkes & McHugh
Sara Dawn Wilkins
Julia Wilkinson
Willco Construction Company
Thomas Williams
Williams & Connolly LLP
Willco Construction Company
Thomas Williams
Williams & Connolly LLP
Willis Tower Watson
Patricia Willson
Wisenbaker Builder Services
Felix Wong
Woodforest National Bank
Woodland Auto Supply
World Wide Technology
Holding Co., Inc.
World Wide Technology, Inc.
Yoder Industries, LLC
Shunshiro Yoshimi
Young Hearts, Inc.
David Yurman
Zegar Family Fund
Joseph Zehr
Scott and Cathy Zeilinger
Zenith Insurance Company
Ziegler Bolt & Nut Co.
Zoch Children’s Foundation
Zurich American Insurance
Company
Joseph Zvesper
Anonymous (13 donors)

Top Campaign Fundraisers

The 3 Amingos
Monique Abed
Brandon Abernathy
Jen Adair
Evelyn Akers
Rachel Alkobey
All For A-Town
Peter Allen
Kris Allen
Sandy Allen-Bard
Luke Almendarez
The Amadeus North America Team
Nicole Ameduri Gonul
Tamara Amini
Cori Amsellem
Dr. Aimee Anderson
Jenny Anderson
Ines Andrees
Walter Andrews
Michael M. Appelbaum
Lexi Arnold and Team Champions
for a Cure
The ART of Finding a Cure
Ross Ashley, Jake Hale, and
Watson Kimel
Virginia Asher
Traci Aucoin
Bryan Austin
Eduardo Balbis
Olivia Baldwin and Tessa Martinez
Hannah Baltimore
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Banking on a Cure
Tamar Barbash
Barclays
Tedd Barr and Team Raising
The Barr
Davis Bass
Be The Change in honor of
Liz Lofurno
Amy Beachy
Linda Becker
Hannah Been
Chris Belone
Marlin Bernabe
Luke and Meg Bernstein
Jesse Bieritz
Libby Bish
Dana Bishop
Thea Bitar
Blackstone
Lauren Blanchard
Kylie Blank and Charlie Hirsch
Mary Blankenship Pointer
Susan Blaska
Bloomberg
Brad Blumenfeld
BMC Atlanta
BMC Austin
Josie Boehm
Jamie Bol
Eric Braate
Melvin Bradley
Carolyn Brafman
Craig T. Brasdovich
Cameron Breed
Abby Breyley
Katie Briscoe
JD Brooks
Ansley Brown
Mindy Brown
Jared Bruss & #survivorgeaLLS
John Buckley Jr.
Kathy Bunce-Cooper
Adam Burck
June Burke
Timothy Burke
Kate Burke
Ashley Bunch
Heather Butler
John Buxton
Darin Byer
Richard Bynum
Caleb’s Cause
The Caleb Pearson Team
Dianne Catlin
Bonnie Campagnolo
Selly Campbell
Keely Campbell
Cancer Crusaders
Cancer Crushers
Cancer Warriors
Robert “Spider” Cantley
Jim Carman
Kelsey Carr
Amy Carr
Louis Carrera
Stephanie Carroll
Bill Carteaux
Carter’s/OshKosh B’gosh
Jim Carty
Nikki Carver
CBH Homes
Keegan Chapman
Ivy Charmatz
Ryon Charnie and Team Chai
“To Life”
Cameron Chiamonti
Rob Chinsky
Shar Christopher
Francesca Ciatto
Cicle of Hope
Sydney Clark
Mike Clark
George Cohlma
Spencer Coker
Shannon Comarino
Karen Cole
Kayle Cole
Kim Collison
Colton’s Army
Enn Cones
Michael Conlon
Sean Conneen
Nicole Conti
Ken Corbett
Josh Corell and Corell’s Cancer
Crushers
Tania Cortas, MD
Dan Cote
Kayle Courington
Coyotes for a Cure
Amy Crockett
Mary Cushing Doherty
Patrick Dahlgren
Andrew Dale
Dancers vs. Cancers
Darcy’s Determinators Powered
by Kailie’s Krew
Darin For A Cure Team
Whitney D’Attilio
The David Adams Memorial Fund
J Greg De Felice and Blood Type:
Brooklyn
Carl De Groote
Joe de Lachica and Team Huck
Cancer
Katherin Decker
Ashleigh Dees
Jason Dehaemers
Kelly Delaney
Delbarton School
Jason DelGrosso
Joseph Dell’Aquila
Larissa DeMarco
Joseph DeSabia
Richard Di Pietro
Jose Felix Diaz
Ron Dickerson
Robert Dickinson
Mike Diers
Grecia Dilley
Discount Tire
Belle Ditthavong
John Doerr
Chris Donahoo
Jacqueline Donner
Dream Team
Lindsay Drew
Jakob Duchesneau
Emily Dumler
Caroline Dycio
Lauren Dzierwa
Sarah Eazzetta, Audrey Mast,
and Olivia Santos
Amy Edmond
Mandi Edwards
Molly Egloff
Moustafa El Hariry
Endure a Cure
Charles Esten’s Team Addie
Estron
Michael Euston
Angela Evatz
Everett Fire Department
Maddie Ewers
Executive Leadership Committee -
Circle of Hope
Jamie Fagan
FarmHouse Fraternity
John Fellin Jr.
John Fellin Sr.
Darryl Ferguson
Sofia Fernandez
Carrie Fetner
Vernon Fidler
Justin Field, MD
Jonathan Fields
Fifth Third Bank
Amy Fingerhut
Jane Finley
Catherine Finn
Valerie Fiordilino Maslow
FIS
Lea Fisher
Charlie Fleury
Rebecca Foerster
Sam Forrest
Pat Foy
Chad Freamon
Chris Frantze
Barbara Freedman and Team Gary
Katy Freitag
Laura French
Jonathan Gabay
Scott Gallagher
Virginia Garner
Gators Beat Blood Cancer
Gayle’s Warriors
Hillary Gelfman
Dr. Brett Gemlick
Bree Gentry
Gexa Energy
Taki Gikakis
Scott Gildea
Maddie Girard
Elia Glassman
Jason Goldberg
Goldman Sachs
Elizabeth Goldstein
Gillian Goldstein and Nicole Banhidi
Gina Gondron
Dr. Joseph Gonzalez
Kali Gonzalez
Got CUREage
Cory Gourley
Vicki Grabowski
Karen Grace
Michael Graham
Madison Gramm
Virginia Graves, Margaret Graves Bernstein, and Sarah Graves Vizcaino
John Gray
Greene Team
Caroline Gretencord
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Gracie Gumino
Tamara M. Gunter
Taylor Gwiazdon
Kurt Gulsvig and Team Owatonna
Frank Gumino
Grac
George Moss Jr. – In Memory of Rosebud
Sabrina Mosseau
MS 51 William Alexander
Ann Myers
Jason Myers, PhD
Shahin Naghavi
Native In Nashville
Laura Neandross
Krista Neugebauer
Scott and Tim Newman
Nice Life 2017
Colin Nielson
Thamia Nieto
Elena C. Nola
Laura Norton
Mark Novikov
The O Positives
Lynne O’Brien
Carolina O’Leary
OPES Commercial Real Estate
Michelle Orovets
Jaime Orozco
Scott Oyler
Pacific Union
Aubry Padilla
Alexis Paget
PamJam
Panthers Against Cancer
Marcy Parlett
Haley and Justin Parrish
Elizabeth Parry
Laura Pastor
Shayna Patel and Lauren Stoeckel
Hyacinth Paul-Dey
Connor Payne
Jake Peacock
Nick Pedersen
Sophia Peppas
Adolfo M. Pérez and the Carnival Cruise Line’s Team
Person to Person
Jill Petrucci
Grace Petty
Chris Pietrucci
Shane Polk
Heath Ponder
Beth Pope - Team Pope for Hope
P. Grant Portier
Stuart Powell
PS 253
Sara Radigan
Sallie Rainer
Pankaj Ramani
Rampart High School
The Red Elephants
Hannah Macy Reynolds – Straight Outta Chemo Team
Mark Richards
Lisa Richart-Hernandez
Marcie Riches, MD, MS
Ride for Dads
Ride-4-Ron
Riders Riders of the Storm
River Oaks Elementary School – HISD
Jenna Rizik
Ryan Rizzo
Adam Roach
Derek K. Robbins / Team Frampton
August Robertson
Curt Rocca
Derick J. Rodgers
Julie Rogers
Ryan Rogers
Carla Romero
Sandra Rose
Lauren Rosenberg and The Marvelous Mensches
J. Scott Ross
Gary Rossi
Roswell High School
Casey Roszko
Jola Rothman
Mia Rothman
Brittany Rouse
RunningLunning
Mackenzie Ruoff
Luke Rutherford
Margie Rutenberg
Sally Ryan
Niki Salter
Harvey and Yetta Saltzman
Felicia Sarcietti
Sherri Schaffroth
Charlie Schlatter
The Schlatter Family
Marissa Schneider
Bary Schoch
Vicki and Rick Schuerger
Vicki Schuerger/ L&R Structural Corp.
Schuyler-Colfax Middle School
Martin Schweitzer
Helena Scott
Kennetra Searcy
Seattle Fire Department
Ryan Seely
Catherine Sellers, AGNP
Joe Seppa
Chuck Sevola
Michelle Shackelford
Dr. Parin Shah
Sheila Shah
Samir and Saar Shah
C. Kevin Shannahahan
Ben Shapiro
Clara and Hasie Sherman
John Shumate
Chris Sigmund
Brenanne Simplot
Jordan Simpson
Alexandra Singer
Joey Slye
Matt Smith
Katie Smith
Kristie Smith
Taylor Smith and Team A Shoulder to Lean On
Tim Smith
Serena Smith, Team FIS
Nicole and Gary Snyder
Dr. Oludapo Soremi
Tony Sorrentino
Southern California Gas Company
Teresa Spittle
Kirin Sran
St. Anthony’s Reunion Tour
Dr. Christian Stallworth
Silvie Stankova
Deibert Stapp and Team ‘Stapp Out Cancer’
Stater Bros. Markets
Katie Stegall
Jane Stein
Donald Steiner
Margaret and Donald Steiner
Kate Stevens
Shen Stewart
Stratford School Fremont
Scott Struletz
Deirde Strunk
Hope Stuart
Patrick Sullivan
Kelly Superak
Bishoy Tadros
Meredith Tannehill
Susie Tapley
Jordan Tattersall
Danielle Tauber
Genelle Taylor Kumpe
Team #LillyStrong
Team #Rally4Ryan...’ALL’in!
Team #Weeks Beats Cancer
Team 1 In A Million
Team Alaska Airlines
Team Amy
Team b.strong
Team Bad Blood
Team Bank of America
Team Believe
Team Big Harts
Team Bloomberg
Team Blumenfeld-Waterman
Team Booyah!
Team Bug Eye
Team Cancer Crusaders
Team Chem-NO-therapy – Kaci Stewart and Katie Wong
Team Clan Fraser
Team Close Cares
Team Crushin’ Orange
Team Drive
Team Ecks Factor
Team Fly4aCure
Team Frampton
Team Fulton
Team Gators Beat Blood Cancer
Team Gene
Team Good Addie-tudes
Team Good Hands Warriors
Team Got CUREase
Team Guillottas Fight Cancer and Gio Strong
Team Guy Harvey
Team Hardesty
Team Hearts of Gold
Team Heinze
Team Help Is In Our Blood – Gabby Brutman, Leah Padden and Wynn Dietzler
Team Homoky
Team Hope & Love
Team Husky
Team In Honor of Beth Scheibel
Team John Henry
Team Kim
Team Kinzie
Team KPMG
Team LCR
Team LG Peeps
Team LLS North Carolina
Team LOL
Team NARS
Team Notable Labs – Pete Quinzio
Team Pammy
Team Parkettes
Team Paul
Team Phoenix
Team Ram
Team ROE
Team S.W.A.T.
Team Straight Outta Chemo
Team Survivor
Team Sweet T
Team Tartan
Team Thomas
Team Triumvirate
Team Unstoppable, Stacy Schneeweis and Diane Paradise
Team V
Team Wendy's
Team Yahoo!
Team Yankee
Team Zephyr
Britanee TeBrake
Terumo BCT
Jason Thomas
Zach Thomas
Pam Thomas-Grieshop and LLS Team for Life
Robbie Tindall
Alex To, Emma Peters and Team Just Cure It!
Kevin Tolbert
Sidney D. Torres IV
Bridget Toscano
Tom Treinen
Triple Threat
Ansel Tripp
Gary Trovato
Danielle Turcot
UCLA Health
Gregory R. Unatin
Valley Forge Middle School
Claire Vanderbeek and Jack Morkian
Venture First
Kristy Voytek
Waconia Middle School
Shannon Walker
Tamra Wallerstein and Team Curing Cancer with Kindness
Wait Whitman High School
Walter Johnson High School
Freda Wang
Kimberly Ward
Don and Angie Ward
Beth Waring
Diana Warner
Sara Warren
Washington Gas
Julie Wasserstrom
Brian Waterman
Watertown Middle School
We Will Fina A Cure
Ashley Weber
Ashley Webster
Rhonda Webster
Sydney Weinstein
Parker Welch
Madison Whitcomb
Amy Whited
William Mason High School
Elysa Williams
Matthew Williams
Richard Williams
Cole Williamson
Jeff Willman
Christopher Wilno
Dwayne Wilson
Megan Wilson
Brandon Winn
World Bank Community
Randy Wirtz
Ernie Yarborough
Ravid Yosef
Young Hearts
Robert Zabba
Zac’s Pac
Matt Zamo
Erin Zammett Ruddy
Julie Zawacki
Jeremy Zeisloft
Zephyr
Jacqueline Ziemianski
Orli Zimmerman
Zionsville Community High School

Legacy Circle

Legacy Circle honors those who designate LLS as a beneficiary of their will, trust, retirement account or insurance policy, or fund a charitable gift annuity. We list our newest members below along with those whose bequests of $10,000 or more were received this year.

Carlette Allen*
Steve and Madeline Anbinder
Sally Arias* in memory of Reynaldo W. Arias, IV.
C. Annette Bailey*
Vincent Baudo*
Algene Bogard* 
Dorothy M. Booth* Charitable Trust, Bank of America, Co-trustee
Nancy Burgett in honor of David Ray Joseph G. Cesario in memory of Gregg Cesario
Craig Clark
David Davis*
Marian Maxine Davis*
Charlene Dean*
Charlene Deutsch*
Nicholas Dissier*
Peggy & Margaret Dupaquier Trust*
Robert Ellis*
Judith Erickson*
James and Lynn Fager*
Suzanne Fedder*
Anita Foster*
Ann Fox*
Don Leon Fussell*
Ann Gilman*
Harvey Hall*
Barbara Hellman*
George Randall Henderson in memory of George N. Henderson
Alton Hitts*
William F. Hoffman*
Julie and Thomas Hubbard*
Oliver W. Jackson*
Lillian Jacobs*
Edward Jaramillo*
Lewis Kaplan*
Carmela and Leo Karl*
John Kellenyi**
Rosella Kenaston*
Irvin King in memory of Bertha D. King
Evelyn Kruish* 
Linda Lumsden*
Roy Maas*
Cynthia Magyary*
Bernard Malberg*
Jane Marriott*
Richard Mattfeld*
Catherine McCall*
Bruce Peyton McDonald in memory of Thomas R. McDonald
Gloria Mehl*
Pam Olson
Emily Papapietro*
Mary Alice Parks*
Ronnie Pernoty in memory of Civie and Earl Pernoty
Tua Cleo Plant*
Edna Raupp*
Richard Rawley*
Margo Reagan*
Margaret Rendall*
Deloris Riggins* in memory of Ronald K. Brownlee, Jr.
Frank Roedell*
Patricia Rogers*
Helen Roth*
Robert Ruhe*
Bruno and Irma Selmi*
Lois Stockert*
Shirley Temme*
Robert Trusler*
Phil and Kathy Vasile
Donna Wahlen*
Abie Werth*
Thomas West*
Loren Woerner*
Catherine Woodfield*
Shirley and Hal Wright*
Anonymous (5)
* Deceased

* We proudly recognize John Kellenyi, generous, longtime supporter and Beat AML Campaign co-chair, for his leadership, compassion, and commitment.
Initiatives & Portfolios

LLS Initiatives and Portfolios are groups of research projects and patient access & advocacy programs targeted toward a specific blood cancer and/or impact area. The list below includes donors that generously invested in a specific LLS Initiative or Portfolio during this fiscal year.


The LLS Children’s Initiative & Pediatric Portfolio are funded in part by the Franklin American Mortgage Company, The Harry T. Mangurian, Jr. Foundation, Inc., the Thomas and Agnes Carvel Foundation, The Rhoda and David Chase Family Foundation, and the Wawa Foundation.

The LLS Children’s Initiative & Pediatric Portfolio is funded in part by AM Charity Fund.


Indolent Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma Research Portfolio is funded in part by the Barbey Family, Doug Baughman, Timothy and Cristina Lindenzelser, Michael Maser, Lisa Norcia Cheskin and Barry Cheskin, and Jerry and Lois Rosenblum.

Information Resource Center (IRC) Portfolio is funded in part by Genentech and Pharmacies.

LLS Patient Access & Public Policy Portfolio is funded in part by The John and Frances Beck Family Foundation.

Myeloma and Waldenstrom Macroglobulinemia Portfolio is funded in part by Jana Broach, the Carlson Foundation, the Edward J. Phillips Family Foundation, and Niles Hushka.

Therapy Acceleration Portfolio is funded in part by Jerry and Lois Rosenblum.

Women in Research Portfolio is funded in part by Linda Schwartzstein.

Endowment Funds

The Bill Beatte Initiative & Pedetric Portfolio is funded in part by AM Charity Fund.

The Rachel Kudish Fund

The Rae Endowment Fund (Ontario)

Reich Endowment Fund

Thomas M. Ford Memorial Fund

The United Food and Commercial Workers (Canada) Endowment Fund

The Virginia Major Brooks Memorial Endowment Fund

Vrushali Ranadive Fellowship Fund
Leadership

National Board
Volunteers serve on our National Board of Directors providing leadership and governance to help find blood cancer cures.

Chairman of the Board
Peter Brock
Brock Development
Palm Beach Gardens, FL

Vice Chair
Jorge Benitez
Fort Lauderdale, FL

Secretary/Treasurer
Ralph E. Lawson, FHFMA, CPA
Baptist Health South Florida
Coral Gables, FL

At Large
Bart Sichel
Burlington Stores
Florence Township, NJ

Directors
William G. Behnke
The Behnke Group
San Antonio, TX

A. Dana Callow, Jr.
Boston Millennia Partners
Boston, MA

Renzo Canetta, MD
Madison, CT

Elizabeth J. (Betsy) Clark, PhD
Saugerties, NY

William S. Dalton, MD, PhD
M2Gen
Tampa, FL

Bernard H. Garil
Delray Beach, FL

Francis Heller
Arabesque Asset Management
New York, NY

Joseph B. Kelley
Lilly USA, LLC
Washington, DC

Mary Kennard, JD
Bethesda, MD

Michelle LeBeau, PhD
University of Chicago Comprehensive Cancer Center
Chicago, IL

Connie L. Lindsey
Northern Trust
Chicago, IL

Kathleen Meriwether
Ernst & Young, LLP
Philadelphia, PA

Ted Moroz
The Beer Store
Ontario, Canada

Lynne O’Brien
Washington, DC

Marla Persky, JD
WOMN LLC
Ridgefield, CT

Donald Proctor
Bk97 Digital
Walnut Creek, CA

Robert Rosen
Greyhawke Capital Advisors, LLC
Greenwich, CT

Steven T. Rosen, MD, FACP
City of Hope
Duarte, CA

Jeff Sachs
Jones Lang LaSalle
Atlanta, GA

Kenneth Schwartz
Ernst & Young, LLP
New York, NY

Frank O. Smith, III, MD
Medpace
Cincinnati, OH

Keith S. White
ParkerWhite Brand Interactive
Cardiff by the Sea, CA

Executive Leadership

The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society

Louis J. DeGennaro, PhD
President & Chief Executive Officer

Robert Beck
Executive Vice President
Chief Operating Officer

Andrew S. Coccari
Executive Vice President
Chief Product Officer

The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society of Canada

Alicia Talarico
President
Canadian Operations

Offices

United States:
https://www.lls.org/chapter-selection-page

Canada:
http://www.llscanada.org/chapter-selection-page